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Abstract

City Safety is one of the most important issues facing humanity today. In the last century, given the frequency and intensity 
of earthquakes, globally as well as in China, more attention was paid to earthquake and disaster prevention approaches. 
China is one of the most affected countries in the world concerning earthquakes, so Chinese people and urban planners 
have intensified efforts of mitigating its disastrous effects. Therefore, establishing and improving continual and effective 
urban disaster prevention public space played an important role in preparations for a disaster. Lessons from the Great Tokyo 
Earthquake in Japan, the Great Tangshan earthquake in China etc. show that the city parks and green space played an 
important role of refugee disaster evacuation and preventing the spread of after-shock fire. In this thesis, I introduce a new 
design concept - earthquake disaster relief corridor - as a tool for disaster mitigation by open public space design. Literature 
from European and Japanese experience in disaster mitigation is used to gain experience of defense, evacuation of disaster 
victims and disaster recovery by reconstruction.

The aim of thesis thesis was thus to use the urban disaster prevention approach to formulate a design proposal for the 
Yucheng District, the main city area of Ya’an, with the goal of creating an effective emergency shelter system and a 
continual relief corridor. To address the aim, there are two research questions in this article: 
(1) How can a relief zone contribute to disaster mitigation?
(2) How can a relief zone be designed in the case of Ya’an, Sichuan, China?

As a new idea of urban public space design, urban earthquake disaster relief corridor will go through the overall city, 
generally start and end by rivers or mountains. In the normal days, the disaster prevention public spaces are entertainment, 
leisure and fitness places for citizens. When earthquake happens, their disaster prevention function will start immediately and 
become important urban disasters barriers. The relief corridor can also prevent the fire spread, evacuate refuge people, 
and become the home of disaster reconstruction. Therefore, no matter from the view of urban disaster prevention, or the 
improvement of the urban ecological environment, even beautify the urban environment, the disaster prevention open 
public space relief corridor will be an essential urban infrastructure. It will improve the city's service function and provide 
security to the citizens.

This paper will assess the actual situation of China, learning from extensive experience mainly in America and Japan, starting 
from the research of earthquake disaster and earthquake disaster evacuation, then reviewing the disaster prevention park 
systems in Western countries and Japan, learning the disaster prevention park system, analyzing spatial cognition and human 
behavior in disaster evacuation. In the final part, the urban earthquake disaster relief corridor design proposal of Yucheng 
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district, Ya’an, which is a seismic city, will focus on the aspects of efficiency, safety, ecology and so on. The relief urban 
planning makes a close connection between relief zone and  urban construction elements, such as green space, city roads, 
buildings, illuminations and so on. At last, two different relief corridor types are established in Yucheng District, this thesis make 
a analysis about how the relief corridors work in disaster mitigation.

Key words: Urban Disaster Prevention, Earthquake mitigation, Relief Corridor, Urban design
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Chapter1. Introduction

A specific goal of human cities was how to make the city more humane, that is, how to make citizens happy and safe and 
help them in their human development. 

                                                                                                                                           —— C. A. DoxiadiS (Wu, 2001 p 286)

1.1 Why the topic is important?

Since the 20th century, urban disaster problems faced a more complex situation. People paid more and more attention to 
the disaster prediction and mitigation. On one hand, according to some natural factors, such as global climate change 
and tectonic activities into a new active period, floods, earthquakes,tsunami and other natural disasters happened more 
frequently. For example, the Indian Ocean tsunami in 2004, the American Hurricane Katrina in2005, the snow disaster in 
southern China and so on. On the other hand, although the city population and density grew rapidly, urban disaster risks were 
also growing at the back of the urban development. To some extent, the urban development increased the risk and loss of 
urban disasters.

Among the numerous natural disasters, the earthquake disaster was the one that could cause the worst damage and people 
can't avoid its happening. According to the statistics, Asia was the worst affected by natural disasters over the past 100 
years, then America, Europe, Africa and Oceania. The worst Asian disaster economic losses were caused by earthquakes, 
floods, tsunamis and typhoons. The number of natural disasters occurred in Asia reached a peak period after 2000: about 
17,000 death in the 2001 Indian earthquake; 30,000 death in the 2003 Iran earthquake; more than 300,000 death in the 2004 
Indonesia tsunami; nearly 140,000 death in the 2008 Burma typhoon; more than 80,000 death in the 2008 China earthquake 
and so on.

In fact, China was one of the most affected countries by the earthquake disaster in the world. There is a data to show that 
only in the 20th century, more than 650 times magnitude 6 earthquakes happened in China, including 100 times magnitude 
7 earthquakes, which accounted for 1 / 10 of the world's earthquakes.  There were five times more than magnitude 8 
earthquakes happened in the world, but two of them occurred in China. What’s more, two times earthquakes which lost up 
to 100,000 deaths were also occurred in China (Qi, 2010 p 68). As we all know, we can't avoid natural disasters, but we can 
do disaster mitigations. After the earthquake, the fast and first relief was very important. There was a consensus in the rescue 
community that "golden 72 hours" were the best rescue period after disasters happened. They thought during the "golden 72 
hours", there was a very high survival ratio for the victims. But the earthquakes always destroyed roads, cables and buildings, 
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as well as caused the after-shock fire. All of these could be difficulties for victims' first self-rescue and external aid. That is to 
say, it is an urgent problem that planners should provide emergency relief system for citizens to protect themselves quickly 
and effectively.

After the Great Tokyo Earthquake in 1923, the first systematic green space planning system was established. Disaster 
prevention spaces started to become a kind of emergency shelters in the form of park. People lived close to them and 
this type of parks not only have ordinary recreation, beautiful landscape and other functions, but also could play the role 
of emergency shelters, disaster prevention channel, fire barriers, disaster relief material distribution, temporary hospital and 
temporary victims living place and many other functions after disasters.

Due to the urban design was a physical space design between urban planning and single building design (Xu, 1991). It would 
be involved in various factors, such as the planning idea and architecture forms. This thesis would break the single disaster 
prevention park or space design, make a connection of urban green space, city roads, buildings and other urban design 
elements, focusing on the aspects of organic integration, safety, ecology. In this way, a relief corridor of urban public disaster 
prevention could be formed, on the purpose of victims doing self-rescue efficiently at the first time as well as providing a 
better external rescue environment.

1.2 Aim and research questions

Therefore, in this paper, my main aim was thus to use the urban disaster prevention approach to formulate a design proposal 
for the Yucheng District, the main city area of Ya’an, with the goal of creating an effective emergency shelter system and a 
continual relief corridor. To address the aim, there are two research questions in this article: 

(1) Research question 1: how can a relief zone contribute to disaster mitigation?
This question will be answered by theoretical study. There are three aspects will be discussed: Disaster prevention park system, 
spatial cognition, human behavior in disaster evacuation. Based on literature review and the case study, the importance of 
the disaster mitigation will be discussed. Also, from these materials, I will analyze the urban disaster prevention and disaster 
mitigation approach in Europe, Japan and China and find out their common implementation. This could help to have clear 
guidelines about the urban disaster prevention open public space and derive some methods for its implementation in design 
proposals. 

(2) How can a relief zone be designed in the case of Ya’an, Sichuan, China?
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Image 1-1: Location of Sichuan Province
Source: by author

Image 1-2: Stable regions, active belts and earthquake belts on land of China
Source: Shi Peijun, Atlas of natural disasters system of China, 2003

There are eight fault zones formed at the borders of these two crustal blocks, or the zones affected greatly by them, including 
Xianshui Rver seismic zone, Peaceful River seismic zone, Longmen Mountain seismic zone, Songpan seismic zone and so on. 
Undoubtedly, Sichuan Province is one of the greatest seismic activity areas in the Chinese mainland.

This question will be answered by practical application of the urban disaster relief space in the form of a design proposal 
in Yucheng District, Ya’an. Through the city planning and two earthquake disaster relief corridor in the disaster prevention 
planning. I will explain how the disaster mitigation planning and corridors work  in the proposal part.

1.3 Brief introduction of the design area

Sichuan Province (Image 1-1) is located at the junction of the first and second ladder, crossing the Tibetan Plateau, 
Hengduan Mountains, Yunnan-Guizhou Plateau, Qinba Mountain and Sichuan Basin these five geomorphic units. The terrain 
descends from west to east.

Shi (2003) drew the map of stable regions, active belts and earthquake belts on land of China (Image 1-2).  The map shows 
Sichuan province is on the earthquake belt. Because the Sichuan-Yunnan and Sichuan-Tibet crustal blocks were affected by 
the movement to the southeast, the horizontal and vertical movement here are in a high velocity (Image 1-3, 1-4).
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Image 1-3: Horizontal movement velocity on land of China             Image 1-4: Vertical movement velocity on land of China (1951-1999)
Source: Shi Peijun, Atlas of natural disasters system of China, 2003

Ya’an (Image 1-5) is located in the central Sichuan Province, which covers an area of 15,300 square kilometers, 94% area are 
the mountains. Also, it is an interchange of Sichuan-Tibet and Sichuan-Yunnan west highway. It is 140 kilometers away from 
the capital city of Sichuan Province, Chengdu. Ya’an has long been known as the " western Sichuan throat", "Tibet portal" 
and "national corridor". The natural resources and cultural heritages are rich in Ya’an.

Image 1-5: Location of Ya’an
Source: by author

Image 1-6: Location of Yucheng District, Ya’an.
Source: Google map 

The scars of Wenchuan Great Earthquake in 2008 have not recovered yet, while the worse thing was the Lushan County 
of Ya’an occurred a magnitude 7.0 earthquake at 8:02, 20th April 2013. This great earthquake caused 196 people died, 
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1.4 Brief literature review

Urban disaster theory
Earthquake disaster is a kind of urban natural disasters, so earthquake disaster relief system is 
based on the study of urban disasters and urban disaster prevention. The book Urban disaster 
theory (Image 1-7) is written by Wan Yanhua (2003), systematically describes urban disasters, urban 
disaster prevention and related research, analyses of earthquakes, floods and geological disasters, 
fire, air strikes and other major urban disasters, gives an overview of the urban disaster risk analysis 
and evaluation, as well as the urban comprehensive disaster prevention system. Also, there are 
many other books and thesis wrote about disaster prevention and mitigation. Li (2001) and Wang 
(2005) defined the meaning and described the urban disaster prevention planning in China, and 
Jiao (2006) described the relation between urban planning and urban disaster planning. Also, 
secondary disasters and night disasters are included in the range of urban disasters, which can be 
learned from the book. Liu (2001) wrote about human evacuation behavior, which can be used to 
analysis human behavior in the urban disaster relief.

Urban green system planning
Since there is not any study about disaster relief corridor, urban green system planning can be a 
good reference and theoretical support. The book Urban green system planning overseas (Image 
1-8) was written by Xu Hao (2003). This book introduces urban green space in Europe, America and 
Japan, recalling the modern European city parks and American city park systems, also it described 

Image 1-7: Urban disaster theory
Source: Google

Image 1-8: Urban Green System 
Planning Overseas
Source: by author

21people missing, 13,484 people injured and more than 2.31 million people were affected. Sichuan and its neighbor 
provinces, such as Chongqing, Gansu, Shaanxi, Guizhou, Yunnan all had strongly felt. Closing at 16:00 on May 10th, there 
were 8,552 aftershocks occurred. Among these aftershocks, more than 124 times were magnitude 3.0, including four times 
magnitude 5.0-5.9, 22 times magnitude 4.0-4.9, 98 times magnitude 3.0-3.9. Within five years, Sichuan suffered two times great 
earthquakes.

What calls for special attention is, Ya'an is located at an actively seismic belt, so there is a high possibility to have great and 
recurrent aftershocks. Therefore, choosing the main city of Ya'an —— Yucheng District (Image 1-6) as the basis site to build 
complete disaster urban planning and relief corridors are very urgent. The detail of Yucheng District and the analysis of the  
site can be found in Chapter 5.
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the historical development and current situation of Japanese urban green space planning and construction. 

However, there is no systematic green space system in China, neither the laws. Japanese has complete planning laws such 
as Urban planning laws, Urban park laws, urban green preservation laws and so on, which can be learned and established in 
China combined with Chinese conditions. The Chicago green system planning, as well as the Tokyo green system planning  
and some of the measures can be taken into Chinese green system planning. 

1.5 Thesis Structure

Image 1-9: Structure of the thesis source: by author
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Chapter2. Methodology

The main methods of writing this thesis is case study. Before the working process starts I has some prior knowledge about the 
chosen subject. There is a wish to investigate this prior knowledge by doing an empirical analysis. The process starts by going 
through literature. Then I will discuss the reason why I choose Ya’an as the case study and why creating a zone is a good 
method for mitigating the effects of earthquake. Further, it is clearly illustrated the reason why Ya'an is selected as a case 
study and in which way to create a place by mitigating risks of earthquake. Particularly, it is stressed by the detail planning of 
my design proposal.Also I will give the answers of questions that which parameters do I use and how does current land-use 
conflict with my proposed zone and so on. At last,I will show how I collected the data and analyzed the data from interview 
and information website. 

2.1 Case study

2.1.1 Reason for a case study approach

A case study is expected to catch the complexity of a single case (Robert, 1995). The essence of a case study, the central 
tendency among all types of case study, is that it tries to illuminate a decision or set of decisions: why they were taken, how 
they were implemented, and with what result (Schramm, 1971, quoted by Yin, 2009, p 17). 

Absolutely, case study is a process that from theory to practice (Schostak, 2006, p 16), and literature review is the best 
way to collect and analysis the literature resources. It is an empirical investigation, which examines a contemporaneous 
phenomenon in deep and in its real life context, especially when the limits between the phenomenon and the context are 
not clearly evident (Yin, 2009, p 39).

Reading relevant books and articles is the first step of learning the case study, sometimes even the research questions come 
up after literature reading. Typically, the literature review forms an important chapter in the thesis, where its purpose is to 
provide the background to and justification for the research undertaken (Bruce, 1994). Moreover, it should be concluded 
systematically and objectively according to the numbers of quantity and quality of articles. The most important process of 
doing the literature review is summarizing and analysis all the data and experience in a critical way instead of copy them 
blindly. Trying to search the key words in different papers and getting exact information to support the statement that be 
concluded.

The theories mainly divided in four aspects: earthquake disaster and mitigation, disaster park systems, spatial cognition and 
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human behavior. These theories and articles give me guidance in planning a disaster prevention public relief corridor.

In this paper, as I mentioned in Chapter 1, one of the research questions I should answered is "how can a relief zone 
contribute to disaster mitigation?" In order to answer this question, I analysis the earthquake disaster characters and do 
reference research of park systems in America and Japan in chapter 4. After I read the books and articles, as well as finished 
the literature review, I have made some conclusions and methods that may be established for my proposal. However, 
these empirical guidelines are not enough, case study is the best way to show how these conclusion and guidelines can 
be used into a real design. For example, one of my conclusions is that if disaster relief roads were straight, the road system 
can work better in disasters. Because in this way , people and cars could rescue as soon as possible when earthquake or fire 
happened. Otherwise, it would be easier to get traffic jam and waste valuable relief time after disasters. This guideline was I 
found existing in my references and then practiced in Ya’an. 

2.1.2 Reason of choosing the case – the disaster relief study in Ya’an

Robert (1995) answered the question ‘How shall cases be selected?’ The first criterion should be to maximize what we can 
learn. As I mentioned in chapter1, Ya'an experienced a great earthquake in 2013. It is located in a actively seismic belt in 
Sichuan Province. Indeed, even in this year, there are still some aftershocks and caused large loss. The second reason is, 
Ya’an is destroyed a lot in the great earthquake, some buildings are temporary houses, so it is possible to make a new city 
plan and try to build relief zones. That is why I choose the Yucheng District of Ya'an as the proposal site to build a complete 
disaster and public relief corridor. 

2.2 Why creating a relief corridor is a good method for mitigating the effects of earthquakes?

As people know, enhance the buildings and roads anti-seismic coefficients are the basic measures in earthquake mitigation, 
but if the earthquake is too strong, people have to escape outside to avoid building collapses. An effective relief corridor will 
help victims do emergent self-rescue and waiting for the relief. The relief corridor consisted of many relief zones. The area of 
each zone is accorded to the population, building function and building density. I will keep most of the current open space, 
such as school playground, green space, big parking plot and so on, on their basis to build a new open public green system.

At the same time, I will re-design the buildings along the main roads, so that keep the main roads straight to some extent and 
easy to access. Also, some landmarks will be highlighted through the study of cognition theory and night mitigation. People 
can find the right direction and place to escape in after-shock fire disasters and at night. In normal days, the earthquake 
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relief corridor will play the role of citizen parks and leisure place. People can relax and take care of their children in the 
nearby small green space. Big space can be a city park, or educational space.
2.3 Collecting data, analysis of the data and the tools

Collection of data was done through interviews and relevant information website. 

(1) The interview is not a simple tool with which to mine information. It is a place where views may clash, deceive, seduce, 
enchant (Schostak, 2006). In order to get some information about the Japanese disaster prevention action and Japanese 
parks, I did interview to my Japanese friends, who lived near Tokyo nearly 20 years. Because of Japan was also one of the 
most frequently seismic country, Japanese do earthquake and fire drill every year from primary school to middle school. 
Also, due to the interview, I could get a lot of the first-hand information about what Japanese will do and what Japanese 
government will do after earthquake. For example, Japanese people have a slogan for earthquake rescue: ‘ お ’ (no 
pushing), ‘ か ’ (no running) and ‘ し ’ (no speaking). Interviewee also provided some disaster prevention parks in Tokyo, as 
well as some new parks in north Japan, which gives me some ideas about choosing the case study site. There are a lot of 
benefits to do an interview, because through interview I can not only get the questions’ answer to some extent, but also in 
the process they will expand my mind and think about more questions or find out something wrong in my paper. Notes were 
taken throughout the interview even though the interview was recorded, to prevent loss of important information (Kvale, 
1997; quoted by Lundberg).

(2) In order to have an in-depth analysis of how other counties and China did in the disaster prevention design, I collect the 
information from Google Scholar, National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI), Wanfang Data, as well as Blekinge Tekniska 
Högskola Library on line. The key words put into the search were: urban disaster prevention, earthquake prevention, green 
open space, Japanese park system, Sichuan earthquake. These website helps me get a lot of useful and comprehensive 
understanding of my topic.

(3) I collect the data about the Great Kanto earthquake and the Great Sichuan earthquake loss, victims and so on by 
Wikipedia and Baidu knowledge. These websites give me some detail information about the earthquake location, the 
level, the damage and deaths. This statistic helps me to know the effect of disasters and the importance to make a disaster 
prevention space.

(4) I collect the data of the reference and proposal location, such as the maps, width of the road, building floors, function 
of buildings and open spaces, photos of the current situation. The maps of Japanese earthquake parks are mainly based on 
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the information that provided by the Tokyo disaster prevention official website (http://map.bousai.metro.tokyo.jp), and some 
location maps come from website (http://maps.google.com.hk, http://maps.baidu.com). The collection and analysis of these 
data of Ya’an will help me organize the public space, how to design the city road and buildings around the earthquake 
disaster relief corridor.
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Chapter3. Earthquake Disaster and Earthquake Disaster Mitigation

Disasters almost wreak havoc at every corner on the earth every year. The history of human civilization is also a history 
of human struggle with disasters (Wang, 2011) . On the global angle, disaster problems were well solved in some areas. 
Nevertheless a serious deterioration still existed in other areas. The worse is, the momentum of the global urban disasters 
were difficult to contain and the overall trend was still deteriorating. Especially in some countries, which promoted vigorous 
development and enrichment of urbanization, this situation was particularly serious. City is a symbol of human civilization, but 
also the natural result of human destruction (Zhang, 2004).

Although there are various kinds of urban disasters, the earthquake disaster can cause the largest loss of life and property. 
especially in some Asian countries such as China, Japan and Indonesia. These countries are located at the active belt of 
crustal movement. The earthquake can cause the buildings collapse, equipment damage, fires, floods, explosions, gas 
diffusion and spread of plague and other secondary disasters. What’s worse, strong earthquake ground motions will also 
induce geological disasters landslides, mudslides and ground liquefaction, thus exacerbate the destruction of building 
collapse and destruction.

This chapter will introduce the urban disaster and urban disaster reduction, the current situation of earthquake disaster, the 
secondary earthquake disasters and the earthquake disaster mitigation in the night.

3.1 Urban disasters and urban disaster reduction

3.1.1 Definition and classification of urban disaster

Urban disaster refers to the harmful events that city as a disaster body, caused by natural, man-made, or both of the reasons 
that damaged to urban ecological environment, materials, construction and development of the humanities, especially 
brought harm to life and property (Li, 2001, p1). The city is a compositely artificial ecosystem by the natural, social and 
economy. The intensive population and property, various types of production and living facilities are associated with each 
other, which make city extremely fragile when face to disasters (Li, 2001, p56). From the view of space category, all of the 
disasters occurred in the city are belonged to urban disasters.

Urban disasters are routinely divided into natural and human-made disasters. Natural disaster is often difficult to accurately 
forecast and monitor, in most cases it can only be a passive prevention. While man-made disasters are  preventable and 
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controllable if the correct behavior and prevention methods could be taken in time. Therefore, disaster reduction is the key 
measure for natural disasters, rather than avoiding disasters. Generally speaking, the city-related natural disasters includes 
earthquakes, fires, floods, storms, and other geological disasters (Xie, 2004). The distribution of major natural disasters in China 
is showed by image 3-1.

Image 3-1: Location of major natural disasters in China (1990-2000)
Source:  Shi Peijun, Atlas of natural disasters system of China, 2003

For a long time, human civilization and urban disasters always seemed to be a contradiction. The global urban disasters were 
a lateral reflection of the people's awareness and action to urban disaster prevention. It should be admitted that more and 
more cities have recognized the urban disaster was intrinsically linked with people's lack of disaster prevention awareness 
and action. Besides, more and more urban government and citizens devoted themselves into spreading knowledge and 
action about disaster reduction and evacuation. In this way, citizens and the urban environment becoming more and more 
harmonious is not a distant dream.

3.1.2 Dangers of urban disaster

As we all know, urban disasters can bring very bad influence to people and cities. First of all, the citizens and visitors will get 
hurt, disease, even death in disasters. Secondly, disasters have disproportionate effects on urban place. Dense by definition, 
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cities and their environs face major disruption in their complex, interdependent environmental, economic and social systems. 
Weaknesses not readily apparent in pre-disaster times surface as longstanding structural and substantive problems become 
prominent: environmental abuses are exposed; the local economy falters; municipal services collapse; social and political rifts 
widen; and cultural resources that give identity to such places disappear (Birch, 2006). 

Moreover, urban disasters can make an invisible impact on human psychology. Destruction caused by urban disasters to the 
real urban space is visible, but the city dwellers and urban socio-cultures are incurred damage simultaneously. Unlike the fast 
destruction recovery of urban space, the damage to human psychology and spiritual culture is difficult to recover in a short 
time. More seriously it become a psychological impact on specific populations who would carry the whole lifetime. Another 
distinction to physical damage is the transfer and continuity of the psychological impact. Simply saying, the psychological 
impact of the urban disasters could spread quickly from the affected sites to the non-affected areas, which is transitivity 
that will affect normal regions' life production. Similarly, the victims perhaps express and record their psychological impact 
of disasters through language, writing or other ways. This kind of psychological impact may continue existing in the next  
generations, that is continuity (Liu, 1996). 

When facing to the disasters, the city’s vulnerability is very prominent. Once suffered great disasters, the casualties and 
economic losses were very serious. On the one hand, due to the strong network integrity of city function, when a kind of 
function fails, it often affects other systems’ function. For example, building collapse will cause pipeline damage and traffic 
disruption. The citizens have a strong dependence on the city’s function so that it can easily cause chaotic social order once 
the function fails. On the other hand, city is the original power of social development. Those cities which play important roles 
in national economic construction, such as the National capital and the financial center cities, once they are in the event of 
catastrophic damage, its influence would not only affect to the city itself, but also spread to the whole country, even to the 
world (Jiang, 2005).

Nowadays, the losses caused by disasters increased year by year in China. According to the experts’ estimation of National 
Disaster Reduction Committee, the losses caused by natural disasters in 1989 was 52.5 billion Yuan, in 1996 it had reached 
to 288.2 billion Yuan, and in 1997, although the total number has declined to some extend, the disaster situation is still very 
serious. China Safety Cultural Seminar Preparatory Group concluded the "21st century national security culture Outline”: In 
1990s, the totally annual loss of natural calamities, accidents and public hazard are accounted for 10% of GDP (more than 40 
% of the national fiscal revenue). From the Chinese disaster data in the 1990s, it could be found that the loss of urban disasters 
accounted for 60-70% of the all proportion. Taking earthquake as example, from 1949 to the Great Tangshan earthquake, 
there was totally 11 times disastrous earthquake. Among them, nine times were happened in rural areas and the other two 
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Image 3-2: Distribution of Key Projects for Natural Disaster Reduction in China
Source: Shi Peijun, Atlas of natural disasters system of China, 2003

Image 3-2 shows the distribution of key projects for natural disaster reduction in China. The widest area project is Natural forest 
production, except the yellow area, other parts of China are all under the forest protection project. The main purpose of this 

times were in Tangshan and Haicheng. By contrast, in the total economic losses, Tangshan accounted for 75%, Haicheng 
accounted for 15 %, while rural areas only accounted for about 10%. Also, Tangshan accounted for more than 90% of the 
total casualties. That is to say, most loss and damages are concentrated in cities, and it indicates the great dangerousness of 
urban disasters.

3.1.3 Urban disaster reduction

Urban disaster reduction refers to decrease the number and loss of the disasters. Urban disasters always caused large loss 
and bad effects, but some of them can be reduced to a great extend. So the narrow definition of urban disaster reduction is 
on the basic of disaster reduction, taking some measures to prevent and avoid disasters’ happening (man-made disasters). 
While the wide definition is not only prevent disasters, but also conclude the monitoring, prediction, defense, relief of urban 
disasters, post-earthquake recovery and reconstruction and so on (Lv, 2004). 
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project is protecting natural forest and solid, as well as controlling the sand storm. Water storage and anti-earthquake are 
also the main projects in China. Water storages are concentrated on eastern part, along the two main rivers, Yellow River and 
Yangtze River, which can exacerbate a water crisis driven by rising population. The major anti-earthquake cities are located 
at the eastern and middle parts of China, such as Sichuan Province, Shandong Province, Henan Province and so on. Some 
other key projects also can be seen in this map. It is easy to find the main projects of Sichuang Province are anti-earthquake 
project and Yangtze River Valley natural forest project. That is to say, the cities in Sichuan Province should focus on the anti-
disaster urban planning and green planning.

Disaster reduction urban planning is a general planning designation of precaution against earthquake, flood, wind 
disaster and other natural disasters. It concludes urban anti-fire planning, urban anti-flood (tide flood) planning, urban anti-
earthquake planning, urban air defense and so on (Jiao, 2006). 

From a wide view, urban planning of disaster reduction refers to various countermeasures that based on the overall land 
planning and preservation, taken the urban construction planning purposes as the goals, prevented or reduced disaster 
losses and avoided extensive damages, etc (Li, 2001). Urban transportation planning, land use of disaster area, public relief 
facilities, disaster stronghold distribution, combination of open public space and refuges and some other aspects should 
also be incorporated into the urban disaster prevention planning. From a narrow point of view, urban planning of disaster 
reduction means the specific measures and countermeasures to defense disasters, mainly like enhancing the planning of 
urban shelters, facilities and routes, accelerating urban renewal of old buildings and providing anti-fire green belts (green 
space and wide roads). Also, anti-disasters inspection should be added into the urban planning acceptance (Wang, 2005).

3.2 Earthquake disasters and the current situation

3.2.1 Earthquake disasters

The earthquakes catastrophic explosions on urban survival lifeline network system make the city function disappear, and the 
urban living is on the brink of paralysis (Fan, 2002). According to the UN statistics, since the 1960s,the economic losses caused 
by worldwide disasters had been quadrupled. Among all kinds of natural disasters, earthquakes caused the most life and 
property loss. Especially the cities located on earthquake zones, it is most likely to cause various damages, even destruct the 
city when earthquake happened (Image 3-3).
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Image 3-3: Earthquake disaster state diagram
Source: Sun Jian, Study on Design of Urban Disaster-prevention Park, 2010

3.2.2 The current situation of earthquake disasters

As the image 3-4 shows, many Asian and American countries such as China, Japan, Indonesia and the USA are serious 
earthquake countries. These countries mainly distribute on the two global seismic zones. One of them is Pacific seismic zone, 
which happened 80% of the earthquakes on the earth. The other is Eurasian seismic zone (or the Mediterranean - Himalayan 
seismic belt), which happened 15% of the earthquakes on the earth (Image 3-5).
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Dowrick (2009) collected the statistics of deaths caused by a 
selection of larger twentieth-century earthquakes in various 
countries (Image 3-6). The Tangshan Earthquake in 1976, 
Quetta Earthquake in 1935 and Mexico Earthquake in 1985 
cost the most and extremely heavy deaths and losses.

As the table shows, China is one of the world's most 
earthquake-prone countries, as early as 2597 BC there is 
already having earthquake records. About half of the Chinese 
populations live in magnitude 7 or larger area. The area up to 
3.12 million square meters, which is 32.5 % of the Chinese land 
area. Since the 20th century, one-third of the magnitude 7 or 
larger global continental earthquake occurred in China and 
the death in Chinese earthquake accounted for 50% of all 
(Ye, 2008). That is to say, characters of Chinese earthquake 
disasters conclude both frequent occurrence and high 
magnitude (Image 3-7).

Image 3-4: Global seismic hazard maps
Source: http://www.csi.ac.cn/publish/main/21/1106/index.html

Image 3-5: Earthquake more than magnitude7 from 1900-1990 in the world
Source: http://www.csi.ac.cn/publish/main/21/1106/index.html

Image 3-6: Numbers of deaths caused by a selection of larger twentieth-century 
earthquakes in various countries

Source: Dowrick,J David, Earthquake Resistant Design and Risk Reduction, 2009, p 4
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Image 3-7: Earthquake Epicenter Distribution in China, 7≤Ms≤9
Source: Shi Peijun, Atlas of natural disasters system of China, 2003

In the recent six years, there are some great earthquakes happened, such as the Great Wenchuan Earthquake and Qinghai 
Earthquake. The worse is, earthquake disasters seems happened more frequent, although our countries’ economy and 
technology is developing, the losses in earthquake disasters are still higher, so that anti-disaster vulnerability still can not be 
ignored in front of the urban catastrophic disasters. 

3.3 The secondary disasters of earthquake

3.3.1 The types of secondary disasters

Dictionary gives the definition to the secondary disasters: It initiated by a primary disaster, such as a fire or tsunami caused by 
an earthquake. Secondary disasters often cause far more damage and problems than a primary disaster. Also called collater
al disaster1. 

The secondary disasters of earthquake conclude landslides, mudslides, tsunamis, floods, epidemics, fires, explosions, gas 
1: http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/secondary-disaster.html#ixzz2xAJKNV1A
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leaks, the diffusion of radioactive substances, etc. Secondary disasters of earthquake means the other chain of disasters 
caused by the earthquake resulting the destruction of ground, hazard-affected body (buildings and structures) and lifeline 
systems. In many cases, the secondary disasters caused by the destruction of buildings or facilities and it often cause far 
more damages and problems than a primary disaster. In the effect of earthquake, the possibility of damage to buildings and 
facilities greatly increased.

Fire: Strong vibrations will cause stoves broken, electricity and gas leakage and other inflammable and explosive materials 
that may cause fire. It is worth mentioning that, fire disaster is the most commonly seen and severest secondary disaster 
caused by earthquakes.
Tsunami: Generally, the seismic source within 50 kilometers under the sea or more than 6.5 Richter undersea earthquake and 
volcanic eruptions may cause tsunamis.
Infectious diseases (plague): After the earthquake, the bad environmental health caused some intense pathogenic 
microorganisms, such as bacteria and virus, which didn’t be controlled so that may cause infectious diseases.
Flood: Vibrations caused by the earthquake which can lead to dam destruction and floods.
Landslide: Any time plate tectonics move the soil that covers them moves with it. When earthquakes occur on areas with 
steep slopes, many times the soil slips causing landslides. Furthermore, ashen debris flows caused by earthquakes can also 
trigger mass movement of soil.

In addition, coastal areas may suffer from the tsunami attack, and earthquake happened in winter is easy to cause freezing 
disaster. Also, some people will jumping from the building when the earthquake happening, people flocked in public places 
can cause exodus in total disorder known as the " blind suspension " of wrestling, squeeze, Trampling and other casualties. 
With the development of productive forces, some of the new secondary disasters may occur, such as high-rise buildings 
of glass damage caused the "glass rain" disaster, information storage system damage caused the "memory destruction " 
disasters and so on.

3.3.2 The secondary fire disaster

Among all the secondary disasters caused by the earthquake, secondary fire is the most common to see. For example, there 
are 90% of the deaths resulting of secondary fire in 1923 Kanto earthquake. In the 1989 San Francisco earthquake, the 1949 
Los Angeles earthquake and the 1995 Great Hanshin Earthquake in Japan, the post earthquake fire led to huge losses of 
human life and property. There is a data to show that among the earthquake occurred in America of last century, six times of 
them caused serious post earthquake fire.
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Due to the combined effect of multiple factors, the key factor of the incidence of earthquake fire is the construction 
area, while the relationship with population and housing density are not very close. Through the historical statistic analysis 
of secondary fire cases and combined with the general characteristics of earthquake field, it can be concluded that: 
The incidence of the secondary fire is also basically follow the above rules, but there are some new features. So there is a 
significant relationship between the incidence of secondary fire and buildings’ damage extent.

According to the results of urban residential buildings earthquake damage prediction, the incidence of fire caused by the 
earthquake can be calculated by the following equation (Li, 2000):

λ=μmAm/ A+ρ
In this equation:
λ—— the incidence of fire;
A —— area of residential community buildings;
ρ—— the incidence of community civil fire;
Am—— the area above moderate damage;
μm—— fire density under the condition above moderate damage. 

From the calculation of the probability of the buildings on fire, the more severe damage to buildings, the greater possibilities 
of fire will happen if the building contains explosive things. To correspond, if the buildings keep intact, the less risk of fire will be 
caused. Through the above analysis of earthquake disasters, it can be concluded that earthquake disaster is an inevitable 
urban disaster. So the urban relief places are very important. The urban relief space is generally open with a lot of plantation, 
which can play a positive role in fire disaster and provide a safe refuge space for residents. 

There are two tragic cases of secondary fire. The first one is in the Great Kanto earthquake of 1923 (Image 3-8), there are more 
than million victims and 90,000 death people, more than 90% of which is died in the burning fire (Chi, 2011). As an emergency 
places, Yokohama Park is also packed with people who escape from the earthquake and the secondary fire. When the wind 
changed the direction and the fire came from all around, hundreds of people jumped into the pool, attempting to escape 
the fire in this way. However, the big fire made the water hot and burned people’s hair, but people can't find any place to 
escape. More than 24,000 people who stayed in the Yokohama Park also died because of the fire, smoke and burnt to death 
(Image3-9). Refuges on the beach of the Yokohama Bay are the same. When fire strikes, thousands of victims jumped into the 
sea and grabbed some floating debris or the edge of the boat, waiting the fire burn off on the shore. But after a few minutes, 
the oil storehouse near the beach suddenly exploded and more than 100,000 tons of oil spilled into the Yokohama Bay. The 
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fire ignited the oil on the water immediately which made the Yokohama Bay turned into a sea of fire. There were more than 
3,000 people dying in the fire sea. 

Image 3-8: Location of 
The Great Kanto Earthquake

source: google map   

Image 3-9: The Great Kanto Earthquake in 
1923

Source: http://studenifo.blogspot.se  

Image 3-10: The Haicheng Earthquake in 
1975 

Source: Li Ning  

The other one is Haicheng Earthquake in China, 1975 (Image 3-10). This earthquake occurred in dense population areas, and 
it was the greatest earthquake ever in this area that reach to magnitude 7.3. Due to the timely prediction and prevention 
measures, most of the people had already left the house, but there are still 2,041 people died in this earthquake. It is 
deserved to pointe out that, there is only a small fraction of the death caused by collapsed buildings, most of them died in 
the secondary disasters. The quakeproof tents caused the fire. There are thousands quakeproof tents fire in Haicheng after 
earthquake, and 481 people died in the fire, which is a really high percentage of 47% in the total number of 1,020 deaths. 

If the fire in Kanto shelters is the “external fire”, then the fire in Haicheng is “internal fire”. They reflect another side of the 
disaster prevention, which is the construction and management of secondary disasters (Li, 2013). According to the data from 
1976-1979, there were 452 times quakeproof fire after the Tangshan earthquake. The following table 3-11 shows the causes of 
these fire:
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Causes of secondary fire in quakeproof tents Number Percentage
Incorrect installation, misuse and mismanagement of cooking equipment 159 35%
Careless use of candles, kerosene lamp and mosquito-repellent incense 74 16.4%
Children Playing with Fire 44 9.7%
Careless Smoking, matchstick lighter and so on 42 9.2%
The flue fire 30 6.8%
Misuse and mismanagement of Natural gas and liquefied petroleum gas 28 6.1%
Incorrect installation and use of heating equipment 29 6.4%
Broken production equipment without check and used again 25 5.5%

Incorrect installation, misuse and mismanagement of cooking equipment caused the most fires, so people should be careful 
when using the cooking equipments. It would be better if there are outside anti-fire cooking places for the victims, instead 
of using the fire in the tents. Japan have learned a painful lesson from the Great Kanto Earthquake in the hard lesson that 
earthquake-resistant and fire-resistant of buildings and civil engineering structures should be strengthened, designing parks in 
the reasonable area, planting trees on both sides of the road, as well as ensuring the fire water, fire training for residents and 
so on. These had become basic principles of disaster relief in Japan after World War II.

3.4 The mitigation and evacuation of earthquake disasters in the night 

According to the statistics from earthquake experts, earthquakes more occured from 7 p.m. to the following morning 6 a.m.. 
Comparatively, earthquakes happened in the daytime are less than in the night (Zhang, 2008). Earthquake disaster more 
happened in the night has the astronomic and physical reason: The moon's gravity causes tides crust, when the earth's crust 
in the critical state, moon's gravity played a role in the fuse and seismic energy burst forth at once. There are 70% of the 
earthquakes occurred at night, such as San Francisco earthquake, Chile earthquake, the Great Tangshan earthquake and 
the Kobe earthquake.

After Shi (2003) compared the Chinese earthquake epicenter distribution more than magnitude 4.0 from 1900 to 2000, he 
thought that although the magnitude didn’t have obvious differences between day and night, earthquakes occurred at 
night more frequently than in the day, even in some highly seismic zone. (Image 3-12).

Table 3-11: Causes of quakeproof tents fire after the Great Tangshan Earthquake
Source: author make the table by the statistics
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Both the Great Tangshan Earthquake and 9.21 Taiwan Chi-Chi Earthquake happened at early morning. Disasters happened 
in this period of time has the following characteristics: 

1. Sudden and imperceptible
Due to the disasters happened in sleeping periods, it is difficult to make early warning and take measures to deal with the 
disasters. Taking the Great Tangshan Earthquake as example, the principal shock happened on 3:42 a.m. when most people 
are sleeping, and its two main after-shocks are 18:45 and 21:53. These three shocks totally caused 242,769death, 164,851 
hurt and more than10 billion Yuan economic losses which is undoubtedly an unbearable disastrous consequences to an 
underdeveloped country at that time. 

2. More difficult evacuation and rescue 
Due to the limited vision, people can observe and reach much less than in the daytime, which brought difficult escaping to 
victims and harder post-disaster relief work. If the disaster level is higher enough, it will cause damage to urban lifeline system, 
resulting in power failure, explosions and other secondary disasters, and this will bring consequences casualties and property 
losses much more than disasters happened in the daytime.

3.4.1 Demand of night escaping

    Daytime                                                                                                                 Night

Image 3-12: Earthquake epicenter distribution in China (1900-2000)
Source: Shi Peijun, Atlas of natural disasters system of China, 2003
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Instinctive human behavior when facing disasters is seeking advantages and avoiding disadvantages, so the main relief step 
after night disasters should be guiding and protecting the residents to safe places. Despite facing the bad factors such as 
limitation of visual conditions, difficult identification of prevention path and so on, the key measure in this time is still residents' 
emergency relief. After ensuring victims' personal safety, waiting for the arrival of the daytime, people can do the further post-
disaster rescues.

From the view of disaster prevention open space function, if the disaster happened in the daytime, then the main measures 
that victims could do in the night were self-rescue and mutual-rescue. The self-rescue activity mainly means living in the 
refuge area, and mutual-rescue activity mainly means searching and survivors rescue. Image 3-13 and 3-14 show the 
evacuation drills in seismic schools and towns.

Image 3-13: Sudden disaster emergency evacuation drills at night of 
Harbin Middle School

Source: http://www.xfedu.net.cn/jydt/ShowArticle.asp?ArticleID=8397      

Image 3-14: Geological disaster emergency drill at night in Xiaoxiba 
Town, Sichuan Province

Source: http://www.jygt.com/html/201206151337247963.html

3.4.2 Disaster mitigation network of roads at night

After the great earthquake happened, destruction of buildings, personnel injuries and traffic chaos will be ensued at once, 
but the biggest disasters damage often occurred during 3 to 5 hours after the disasters (Image 3-15). Due to the panic and 
disorder, disasters (especially happened at night) would easily cause greater losses. Moreover, inefficient rescue activities are 
more likely to expand the disaster situation.  Therefore, an organized evacuation and rescue work is very necessary.
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Image 3-15: The relation between earthquake disaster curve and time
Source: www.arch.tku.edu.tw/campus

Road is the main space for human movement, information flow and communication. When the disasters happened, its main 
function was transportation and evacuation, which is also necessary for disaster relief (Gu, 2012). After the disasters, the city 
roads would probably be damaged or blocked, which is a main reason that causing cities traffic paralyzed. At night, due to 
the destruction of lighting facilities, road capacity would be further reduced. The main urban space function is connected 
by  road system, so that if the road system is broken at night, people cannot evacuate from the hazards area to shelters. That 
is to say, if planners want to establish a good urban space at night, it is necessary to ensure the basic function of roads after 
disasters at night. This requires a higher disaster prevention roads construction level, as well as auxiliary disaster prevention 
illumination at night. Only in this way can ensure the road be connected with urban space and shelters when disasters 
happened, and build a complete disaster prevention space network city at night.

As a carrier of night disaster prevention function, urban space at night also requires a complete functional system. In this 
way lighting system can provide effective disaster prevention function at night, as the image3-16 shows below. With the 

Image 3-16: Improvement process of urban disaster prevention 
space at night (Gu Yi, 2012)

1. Urban disaster space at night

   

3. Temporary disaster prevention space   

  
2. Green disaster prevention space

4. Road network that connect all the 
prevention space
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3.4.3 Improvement of urban relief space design 

A lot of urban spaces have good prevention function during the daytime, but due to lack of facilities at night, some public 
soaces can not effectively achieve disaster prevention functions, such as school playgrounds, open space affiliated by 
public buildings and so on. The advantages of these spaces themselves are in good disaster prevention conditions: good 
accessibility, open space, less easy-caused hazard buildings surrounded, etc. But due to lack of systemic planning and 
construction of dedicated facilities at night, such as disaster emergency illumination systems, when unpredictable disaster 
caused the destruction (e.g. power failure) in the night, it will lead to a sharp reduction of disaster prevention capability in the 
whole space. There is a certain limit proportion of urban disaster prevention space in urban space, most urban spaces both 
have disaster prevention ability and disaster-causing ability. One purpose of establishing night disaster prevention system is to 
play more prevention potential of urban space, or suppress the disaster-causing ability. Meanwhile, along with more urban 
spaces have night disaster prevention ability, originally isolated and limited disaster prevention space begins to play to a core 
and radiation influence to surroundings, which has important significance to build complete night space relief system.

To ensure the escaping success ratio in the disaster, the evacuation time and evacuation distance in Japan has the following 
requirements:

1. Evacuation time: 1h/ person, 2h for all people (according to the experience of Great Kanto Earthquake)
2. Evacuation distance and speed: 2km, 2km/h. Average walking speed is 4km/h, considering the elderly and children (under 

exceptional circumstances), the approximate speed is 2km/h.
3. Additional points of relief action: Attention must be paid to the relationship between population density and walking 

speed. 1.5 person/m2 is the size of free movement, 4 person/ m2 will cause slow jam, while 6 person/m2 will not move any 
more. Moreover, most dead body accumulations in the Great Kanto Earthquake were at the narrow part of the bridges 
or shelter entrance, so the space of these narrow part and intersection should be wide enough, or have other emergency 
entrance.

As can be seen from theabove analysis, quick and smooth evacuation is a best way to ensure the victims’ safety, but a lot 
of obstacles would be caused by urban space disaster damage, such as collapsed buildings in the earthquake will block 
even cover roads). Due to the damage and lack of urban lighting equipment, the darkness in the urban space bring visual 
impairments will greatly reduce the evacuation speed, extend evacuation time and so on, which made the relief and 
evacuation at night more difficult. 

compelete road and illumination system, the urban disaster prevention function can  work the best.
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Chapter4. Theoretical outlines and empirics

4.1 Disaster prevention park systems

4.1.1 Western countries’ disaster prevention park systems

Urban Disaster Prevention green space can date back to the Renaissance. A lot of European cities was built up on the 
earthquake zone, such as Catania, Italy (1693, Image 4-1, 4-2) and the capital of Portugal, Lisbon (1755, Image 4-3). 
Because the need of disaster prevention and mitigation, these cities changed the original urban form in the post-disaster 
reconstruction planning: Straight wide avenues replaced narrow and winding alleys, planting trees along the both sides of 
city avenues, and built connection to several large plazas, making it to be a relatively complete disaster prevention and relief 
system(Zhang, 2000). 

Image 4-1: Catania city before the 
great earthquake in 1693

Source: Zhang,2000

Image 4-3: Masterplan of reconstructed Lisbon main city. 
Grid streets system superimposed on the of the originally 

disordered urban fabric.

Image 4-2: Reconstructed Catania city(18 centery)
Source: Zhang, 2000

In 1871,the United States began the city park system planning. It was the origin of the Chicago park system, which became a 
pioneer of green space system planning model after the Chicago fire disaster1. In Chicago Park System, high building density  
area were divided by parks and park roads, prevented the fire spread by a systematic open space layout, raised the urban 
planning methods and ideas of resisting natural disasters ability, which was greatly enriched the function of parkland, as well 

1. Living with Risk: A Global Review of Disaster Reduction Initiatives, United Nations Pubns, 2004.
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as had a special significance that became the pioneer of disaster prevention green space planning system. These planning 
techniques and ideas spread to Japan and promote Japanese first systematic Green Space Planning System - Great Kanto 
Earthquake Reconstruction Planning (Xu, 2003). Image 4-4, 4-5 show the Jackson Park and Millennium Park, they are the 
representations of American parks.

   Image 4-4: The Jackson Park, Chicago                                                        Image 4-5: The Millennium Park, Chicago
Source: Xu Hao, Urban Green System Planning Overseas, 2003

4.1.2 Japanese disaster prevention park systems

According to Professor Xu’s lecture, I summed up the characteristics of Tokyo park system as following aspects:

1. Take small parks as the main body, according to the service radius and function, scale to configure structure of public 
green space system.

2. Small parks have advantages such as small area, widely distributed and better accessibility. It can more easily service for 
residents. Building a large number of small parks can save costs, as well as can form the high density of green space.

3. Uniform green density helps people nearby use the green space conveniently, improve the green space utilization 
efficiency, at the same time, and reduce the traffic load.

4. In favor of playing the function of disaster prevention and ecological benefits.
5. The fire and disaster warehouse in the park become supplies distribution place after the earthquake. They provide to the 

victims safekeeping of all kinds of life information and advisory services.
6. Setting up water supply equipment in the park and park road, in order to prevent the domestic water supply interruption 

caused by damage of channel.
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Image 4-6: Japanese green space mode
Source: Xu Hao, lecture class in NFU (2013)

Image 4-6 shows a simple mode of Japanese green space. First of all, roads should be wide and straight and have anti-fire 
function. Escaping routes with anti-fire plantation should connect high-density buildings to big open space, as well as the 
main roads. Emergency refuges should be settled depend on the safety radius.

Japanese Ministry of Construction formulated the ‘Disaster prevention park plans and guidelines’ in 1998, which made 
detailed provisions about the definition, features, setting standards and related facilities of disaster prevention parks in Japan.
Disaster prevention park plans and guidelines divided disaster prevention parks into five categories:

1. State parks and large parks (Area more than 50 hectare) can be the strongholds for first aid, home reconstruction, urban 
regeneration and other disaster reduction activities when the earthquake or fire disasters happening. 

2. Main parks (Area more than 10 hectare) can be the places that take in nearby residents and protect them from the 
disasters.

3. City parks (Area more than 1 hectare) can mainly be emergency shelters for nearby residents or transit places that can 
move to wide-area shelters when earthquake and fire disasters happening.

4. Street parks (Area about 500m2) can be strongholds of prevention activities in normal days.
5. The width of green way, which has a function of refuge and evacuation, is more than 10 meters. Greenbelt buffer areas 

separate general urban area from oil industrial companies.

Wide-area stronghold parks support strongholds for relief, home reconstruction, urban regeneration and so on. Rescue forces’ 
camps, satellite communications facilities, emergency vehicle base, large heliport, gas stations, power generating equipment 
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and other facilities should be provided in the place. The second type prevention parks need heliport, broadcasting and 
communication facilities, storage warehouse with necessary living supplies and anti-quake water storage. Regional disaster 
prevention parks as a temporary shelter also need storage warehouse, anti-quake water storage and so on. In order to 
improve the disaster prevention function of the parks, the guidelines are also required building toilets and digging wells in the 
parks (Lei, 2007). 

4.2 Spatial cognition

For a long time, the western architects thought what is space: Space is a relationship of the bottom of the figure. Ashihara 
(1981) thought the judgment of whether a space is positive or negative is related to people’s cognition and consciousness. 
If we take the house as entity and the surrounding environment as basis, then we can only see the house. Conversely, if we 
take the house as basis, then the shape of surrounding environment will appear and that is space. Norberg-Schulz (1971, 
p120) poses the key question for all mankind that ‘What must we demand from architectural space in order that man 
may still remain human?’ Space is the human space so that urban design is also for human, which is the all meaning and 
purpose of urban design. Simonds (1961, p 7) also said: Stated simply, the aim of the planner is to create for mankind a 
better environment, a better way of life……The design approach then is not essentially a search for form, not primarily an 
application of principle. The true design approach stems from the realization that a plan has meaning only to man, for whom 
it is planned, and only to the degree to which it brings facility, accommodation, and delight to his senses, and inspiration 
to his mind and to his soul. It is a creation of optimum relationship resulting in a total experience (1961, p 226). Based on the 
essence of urban space, that is, from the ‘action of people’ we can design the outstanding city. Urban space planning is no 
longer an empty design but an actual design of human actions such as people 's movement, sight, psychological feelings. 
Design what can be and cannot be heard, seen and meet by people in the city, and these are what an urban planner 
should do.

4.2.1 Spatial cognition theory 

Spatial cognition is a process composed of a series psychological changes. Individuals through this process obtain the daily 
information about location and attributes of space environment, and carry on the code, store, memory and decoding 
for them. The information are concerned with the acquisition, organization, utilization, and revision of knowledge about 
spatial environments. Spatial cognition involves series solutions of the spatial problems, such as determination of position in 
the movement, street detection system, way finding (or lost), choosing (or giving up) the directional information, finding the 
right direction, and other various spatial problems. Spatial cognition firstly depends on the environmental consciousness. 
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People through various senses to capture environment, by observing the roads, objects, boundaries and other environmental 
features for a local information, and try to figure out the connection between different things, to know the distance between 
different locations (Gu, 2012) . And these are the basic requirements for victims when disasters happened. Numerous 
disciplines (such as Psychology, Geographic Information Science, Artificial Intelligence, Cartography, etc.) work together 
to understand spatial cognition in human and in technical systems. Spatial cognition studies have helped link cognitive 
psychology and neuroscience together (Denis, 2007). Which closely related with the urban space disaster planning among 
the spatial cognition mainly are cognitive maps, urban way finding at night and so on.

4.2.2 Map cognition 

Map cognition is a form of spatial representation. It emphasized the natural diagram. Map cognition is composed of visual 
information and other wide range of sensory information such as street landscape, architectural modeling, trees and rivers, 
local terrain characteristics, etc. Different people have different map cognition. Even to the same environment, people's 
cognitive map is not the same, but a group of people can hold a consensus on a particular area, and to a certain extent it 
reflects the characteristics of the environment itself. 

Kevin Lynch (1960)  defined the city image and its elements. These elements were Paths, Edges, Districts, Nodes and 
Landmarks and they consisted the map recognition. 

1. Paths: Paths are channels along which the observer customarily, occasionally, or potentially moves. They may be streets, 
walkways, transit lines, canals, and railroads. For many people, these are the predominant elements in their image. That is 
to say, paths are the main elements in the map recognition.

2. Edges: Edges are the linear elements not used or considered as paths by the observer. They are the boundaries between 
two phases, linear breaks in continuity and penetrable boundaries. But paths and boundaries are difficult to distinguish 
sometimes. 

3. Districts: Districts are the medium-to-large sections of the city, conceived of as having two-dimensional extent. Usually 
relatively substantial in size, which have an identifying character about them. Most people structure their city to some 
extent in this way, with individual differences as to whether paths or districts are the dominant elements.

4. Nodes: Nodes are points or strategic spots where there is an extra focus, or added concentration of city features. The 
most important character is concentration, especially in functions. Some of these concentration nodes are the focus and 
epitome of a district, over which their influence radiates and of which they stand as a symbol. Prime examples of nodes 
include a busy intersection or a popular city center.
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5. Landmarks: landmarks are external physical objects that act as reference points. They may be within the city or at such a 
distance that for all practical purposes they symbolize a constant direction.

These five elements can help people do evacuation activities in the urban space which has changed in the disasters. 
Hence, how to make these spatial cognitive elements still be identified after disasters, or in the nights, is an important aspect 
to guarantee the disaster prevention and night disaster prevention ability of urban space. For example, the landmarks with 
emergent light system can be guidance to show the relief shelters direction at night.

4.3 Human behavior in disaster evacuation

4.3.1 Human needs

Maslow (1943) built a pyramid model to show the hierarchy of human needs in five levels (Image 4-7). The lowest level is 
Physiological needs that people want breathing, food, water, and some basic materials for survival. The second level is Safety 
needs that people begin to require the security of their body, employment, health, family, money and so on. The third level is 
Love and Belonging needs, such as friendship, family, love and social relation. The fourth level is Esteem. In this level, human 
have a need for respecting like self-esteem, confidence and achievement. The highest need level is Self-actualization, which 
is established on the satisfaction of other four needs, the self-actualization includes morality, creativity, spontaneity and so on.

Image 4-7: Maslow’s Hierarchy of Human Needs
Source: http://blog.makingitclear.com/2007/11/13/
thrasherhierarchy
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The disaster prevention space is an essential way to meet human basic requirements, which are physiological needs and 
safety needs. In the prevention system, foods, air, water sleep are the basic necessities that will be provided. Also, the refuge 
places will protect people’s life and property security, health and so on. Only ensure people’s basic needs, they can have 
higher requirements and developments.

4.3.2 Human behavior characteristic in disaster evacuation

Human behavior is the outside reaction of human physiological and psychological changes caused by environmental 
effects. It has different performance because of different people, time, place and circumstances. Orientation of any kind 
of behaviors are always subject to the principle that trying to remove or alleviate the psychological stress and maintain a 
balance of individual psychology. Under normal circumstances, the outbreak of the disaster to after-disasters is extremely 
short. It always happened in the case of people without any mental preparation. Even for the sane person, once they have 
perceived the disaster, it would be too frightened to do accurately preventive reaction. Thus, lacking of mind and calm, as 
well as lossing the control of behavior along with highly excited brain and  confusion will lead people to take inappropriate 
actions hedging methods and blind movement, which is the main behavior features of people when disaster happened (Liu, 
2001). 

Evacuation route choice

Specifically, the features of large-scale disasters evacuation action include mobility, risk, collectivity and so on. Normally 
people won’t escape until the dangers are approaching, that is to say, although advice or instruction have been issued, a 
lot of people still don't want to go the shelters until they see the dangers. Escape route choice basically has the following 
features (Wang, 2005): 

1. Homing ability: Evacuate from the entering path ;
2. Daily dynamic linearity: Evacuate from frequent use or familiar access or entrance direction;
3. Phototropism: Evacuate to the bright direction ;
4. Opening: Similar with phototropism, the more open the more possibility of Evacuation;
5. Visual pathway selectivity: Evacuate to the pathway or the stairs first and easiest to be seen;
6. Closest distance selectivity: Choose the closest stair to evacuate;
7. Substantivity: Choose the straight stair or pathway to evacuate;
8. Instinctive avoidance of danger: Stay away from dangerous situations and evacuate to safe places;
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9. Conformity: Follow the direction of the majority evacuation.

Human behavior after the disasters is an important basis for disaster prevention system planning. The area of emergency 
access is closely related to the speed and density of people flow. According to the research, it is appropriate that the density 
of people flow is 1.4-2 people/m2 and the speed is 0.85-1.2m/s (Lv, 2004). Therefore, predicting the number of evacuated 
people can generally come up to the required space of evacuation access, thus formulate a reasonable escape route, then  
organize evacuation way by appropriate configuration of disaster prevention spaces. 

Evacuation place choice 

After disasters, the first step of human spontaneous evacuation was able to reach safety place that surrounded at their 
residential community or work place in the short time, then organized evacuation or transfer. There are some rules summarized 
by the research of people’s evacuation place choice in 9.21 Chi-Chi Earthquake in Taiwan (He, 1999): 

1. Close to the home so that it is easy to deal with relief aid and property matters;
2. Open and secure place;
3. Familiar environment with a sense of belonging, people know each other and take care of each other;
4. Complete facilities and management, good public security.

Blind convergence phenomena

When people experienced a sudden attack, psychological structure disorder would’t finish a new structure in a short time. 
The disordered thought structure result to the nervous system can't form a uniform behavior signal to control the behavior.The 
harm of this psychologically blind convergence is very big. What's worse, it is one of the important reason that caused life and 
property losses in disasters. Based on these two kinds of psychological phenomenon above, and take the reference of 9.21 
earthquake in Taiwan, people’s evacuation psychological condition has the following characteristics (Zhou, 2001):

1. Human psychology has a positive correlation with dangerous situation level, the more dangers the more nervous people 
would be;

2. People who experienced difficult evacuation before, will probably have more serious stress levels. While the longer time 
delay, people would feel the more intense;

3. Crowded conditions will increase victims’ tension degree.
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4.4 Conclusion

The research of disaster prevention park systems provide anti-disaster planning strategy and measurements for the case 
study and design proposal in Ya'an. Under the guidance of the systems in Europe, America and Japan, ideas of how to 
plan the road system, buildings pattern, green space size are come up and will be taken into the following proposal. Spatial 
cognition emphasized the importance of map cognition and landmarks, especially the night spatial cognition which is easy 
to be ignored. Human behavior studies analysis the human behavior in disasters, evacuation route choice, evacuation 
place choice and blind convergence phenomena. The results of these analysis can be used in the disaster prevention space 
planning. 
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Chapter 5 Case Study Analysis

This chapter will show the current situation of the design area in the Yucheng District.I will analysis the topography, 
transportation, roads, buildings, buildings' function, blue and green, landmarks, buslines and so on. All of the maps are made 
by author.

5.1 Current analysis

Topography

As the chapter1 introduced, Ya’an is located in Sichuan Province. The topography characters in Sichuan conclude mountain, 
basin and plain (Image 5-1). The main city of Yucheng district is showed in the red frame. It is easy to find Yucheng District, 
Ya’an is on the cutting line of different topography. West of it is mountain and basin, while the east is plain. This topography 
phenomenon is a result of active crustal movement.

The planning area is the main city part of Yucheng district, which on a flat area along the Qingyi River, but the north and 
south part of the area are mountains. How to use the mountains and how to avoid the mountain landslide are questions in 
the design.

Image 5-1: Topographic map of Yucheng District, Ya’an
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External Transportation

Ya’an is located in central Sichuan Province, with an area of 15,300 
square kilometers. It plays an important geographic role in China.

Image 5-2 shows the external transportation net of Ya’an. The first is 
Chengya High way (G5), which starts from Chengdu and ends in the 
Ya’an, Yucheng district. Chengya highway is also a part of Jingkun 
Highway (from Beijing to Kunming, Yunnan Province). This is the most 
important road from Capital city to southwest China. 

318 National road (G318) through the whole central city of Ya’an, it goes 
from East to West, which from Shanghai People’s Plaza to Tibet Friendship 
Bridge. 318 National Road is the longest national road in China so far. It 
goes through Jiangsu province, Zhejiang Province, Anhui Province, Hubei 
Province, Chongqing, Sichuan Province and Tibet. Because long this road 
there are typical Chinese natural landscape, so that it is call Chinese 
landscape road. 108 National Road is start from West Gate Bridge and 
goes to southwest. These two national roads are also belonged to internal 
road system in Ya’an. They are the main roads in Ya’an central city. In 
the Great Ya’an Earthquake, most of the relief supplies were delivered 
by Highway and national way, so how to keep these roads’ accessibility 
and strengthen anti-disasters ability in the disasters is a question of my 
design.

305 Province road (S305) ends to 318 National road (North-west part of Ya’an, as well as one of the entrance of main city, it 
connects with Chonqing, which is the main road to South-east cities from Ya’an. 

Current Road System

Image 5-3 shows the road system of my design part. The first level is fast speed road - Chengya Highway. The main roads 
consisted by 318 and 108 National Roads, and Middle Street Road. The 318 National Road is on the north side of the river, 

Image 5-2: External Transportation
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it cross the whole area from west to east. It has 
a good potential to be an anti-disaster road, 
because it is wide and straight relatively.

108 National Road concludes the West Gate 
Bridge and connects the both sides of the river. 
It goes to southwest, but the road is not easy for 
escape or relief when the disasters happened. It is 
too winding to be a main mitigation road. When 
disaster happened, people will take more time to 
escape, and the eyes view is not clear. This road 
will be redesigned in chapter 6.

The Avenue Street Road is on the south side of the 
river. It is the most commercial road in the main 
city currently. Ya’an Museum, Ya’an Hospital, 
Ya’an Educational office, Ya’an Party School and 
other important buildings are near this road. Also 
because it is wide and straight, it will also be main 
mitigation road in disasters.

Image 5-3: Current Road System

The green lines show the secondary road. It is easy to find that, the advantage is the two riverside road, they can create a 
good waterfront view, and the traffic flow can be shunted onto these roads. But the disadvantages are also obvious. The 
current secondary roads are disordered. It is not easy for people to have a clear map cognition of their own city, that is to 
say, when disaster happened, some roads are stopped, it is hard for they to find another road to the emergent shelters. 

As a conclusion of the current road system, except the highway(external road) and main road, the secondary roads and 
branch roads should be redesigned according to the people's needs and building function. They should be easy to access 
and have a good connection.

G5

G318

G108
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Current Buildings Analysis

The buildings in this area are typical Chinese developing town buildings pattern. Most areas are mountains, flat area is limit, 
buildings are in a high density in the main district. Most of the buildings are residential buildings, but some of them are local 
small bungalows, especially on the west part and the mountain foot (Image 5-4). Most of them are disordered without clear 
road system. The worse is, when earthquake happened, the bad anti-disaster quality houses will collapse and besiege 
escaping people. From the map we can see, most of them are close to the near the intersection, once they fall down, relief 
and escape action will be hard to do.

The other typical buildings in this area are factories. They distribute on the northeast and southwest part in this map. Factories 
buildings should be kept, but the space between these building should be bigger.

Image 5-4: Current Buildings, Photos Source: Baidu
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Functional Analysis

Image 5-5 shows buildings function in this area. Residential 
area is the biggest one. The followings are commercial 
area and industrial area. Most of the areas are mix used, so 
that we can find many different functional buildings in the 
same block. Mix-use block can bring convenient service for 
people, but considered anti-disaster planning aspect, the 
building usage should be more coherently designed.

A lot of different functional buildings aggregate together will 
result to a higher dangerous potential. 

Image 5-5: Buildings' Function

Image 5-6: Blue and Green

Current Green Analysis

Image 5-6 shows the distribution of different kinds of green 
space in this area.

Natural green (mountain) and farming land are the main 
green parts. While the inner city green space is only a little, 
the quantity and size are not enough for people to protect 
themselves in disasters.

Green spaces should be added more in the city, such as 
city parks and district parks. Empty space should be used 
instead of waste. Waterfront landscape should be kept. On 
the basis of this, a green anti-fire belt should be designed, 
such as the green boulevard.
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Landmarks

As the literature part concluded, The function of landmark is not only a scenery spot, but also a guide point in the disasters, 
especially in the night, it can help the people find the right direction and shelters.

Image 5-7 shows representative landmarks in this area. Wayao Slope and Longgang Mountain are high spot if people stand 
in the city. Light tower can be considered designing on the mountain. Western Gate Bridge, Ya’an museum, Ya’an lounge 
bridges and other landscapes are the most familiar to local people. They will light in the night as well.

Image 5-7: Landmarks
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Line1: This is the main bus route in the city. It starts 
from Ya’an Western Station, cross the West Gate 
Bridge and goes to the Street.

Line2: Start from the freight station, cross the bridge 
and along the G108 goes to the Fanhua Factory. 

Line3: This line is along the G318 main road and 
through out of planning area from west to east.

Line4: This bus line goes from the south to the north. 

Line5: This line is comes from the Street Road and 
ends at Fanhua Factories.

After analysis of these five bus lines, I decided to 
keep all the routines, but I will do some small changes 
along the new roads. For example, the routines near 
the Fanhua Factories will be changed from curve 
to straight. It would be more efficient and safe to 
people.

Image 5-8: Current main bus lines

Current Bus line

Bus line is an essential part in urban planning. People take bus everyday, so that the bus line can reflect what route is people’s 
need. Currently, there are five bus lines in this part of the main city (Image 5-8).

5.2 Summary

The main city of Yucheng District has good natural anti-disaster conditions, such as mountains surrounded by the city and 
a river goes through the city. They are natural barriers to prevent disasters if used in a correct way. Otherwise, they can also 
become relief barriers for people. Combined with the theoretical study, many problems can be found in current city, in the 
aspect of road system, green space and so on. All of these problems will be solved in the next Chapter. 
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Chapter 6 Design Proposal

6.1 Design Conception

After learning from the research and site analysis, I summarize the objection and objective of current city (Image 6-1), 
then I design a brief master plan for the main city of Yucheng District. The new city planning will solve these problems and 
strengthen city's anti-disaster ability both in disasters and after disasters.
 
        Objection                     Objective                                         Objection                   Objective

Waterfront wharf

Convenient buslines

Night illumination

Systematic green space

Anti-disaster buildings 
and buffer green space

Straight road system

Anti-disaster 
residential community

Enough open green 
space 

Anti-fire zones

Open shelters with emergency 
equippments Image 6-1: Objections and objectives
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6.2 Master Plan

Image 6-3: Master Plan (All the maps in this chapter are made by author)

Plantation

Buildings

Basic green and open space

Roads

River

First, I keep the main roads, redesign the secondary roads according to the current blocks. 
Then I keep the landmarks buildings, schools and factories, redesign the residence buildings 
and small bungalows. Also, I design a waterfront wharf in the city, which can play a role of a 
water rescue. Thirdly, I design the different green types and open space into the city. At last, I 
design shadow trees system along the roads and blocks. The master plan is shown in Image 6-3 
and the anti-disaster functions of the new city planning will be shown in the following.

Image 6-2: Process of planning
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Road system

The whole road systems are in a good and clear 
order and connect to every block, so that it has good 
access ability.

The new road system (Image 6-4) keep the highway 
and main roads, but the two National roads become 
more straight. I connect south part of 108 National 
Road with Street road, so that a sharp cross can 
be avoided near the bridge. And the winding road 
is changed to a straight road, so that it will bring 
convenient to the cars and buses drivers.

There is a big change in the secondary road system. 
First of all, all of the blocks are connected to each 
other by the road system. When disasters happened, 
people can escape from every direction, the straight 
and clear road will help people to save time. Secondly, 
two waterfront landscape roads are designed. They 
are continued and connect with other secondary 
roads at every block, so that people can escape to 
the riverside if the secondary fire disaster happened. 
Thirdly, I design round road along the city side. Many 
Industrial factories are located on the side of the city, 
when disaster happened, the people who worked 
here can also be relief. Also, some important staff in 
the factories can be delivered out.  

Three pictures in Image 6-5 show the perspective of 
main roads, secondary roads and inner block roads. All 
of them have good anti-fire access and relief function.

Image 6-5: Road perspective (a,b,c)

Image 6-4: New road system

6.3 Design analysis
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Building Analysis

In the design, disorder buildings and good neighbors relation space have been planned with clear inner road system ( Image 
6-6). This is a solution of solving disasters imitation problems. People can find relief way and place in a less time. 

Small bungalows are in place of the orderly buildings and residences. Most of the new residences are 5-7 floors, in this way, 
the relief system can work in an efficient way. These buildings and houses avoid the key intersections, in case of the collapse 
damage the relief road. The houses located on the mountain foot have moved into the nearby resident communities.

Image 6-6: New Buildings

Image 6-7: Transformation of old buildings

As an earthquake city, Ya’an should 
guarantee the buildings in a high anti-
disaster quality, especially the school 
buildings and residences, and most of 
the buildings are under seven floors for 
security reasons.

Factories are kept  but more space and 
clear roads have added into factory 
area. Landmarks buildings have kept as 
well.

Image 6-7 show the transfer process of 
small bungalows area. 
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Green Analysis

New green system (Image 6-8) concludes natural green, natural and artificial green, the district park, street green, shadow 
trees system and so on.

A point: In the current green analysis map we can 
find some small bungalows and houses are at 
the mountain foot. There is a dangerous landslide 
possibility. New green area covers these house 
places and taking protective green instead of 
current house. When disasters happened, the 
protective green can stop the landslide and the 
secondary fire.

B point: I connect the green from southwest into the 
city. In this way, a district park can be built. Also, this 
park divided south part into two parts, which can 
prevent the fire spread and play a role of natural 
shelter in the disasters.

Many small parks and street green are added in to new planning. According to the Park system guidance, every block has 
at least one main green space, and small green spaces surrounded in the block. Except the anti-disaster greenery, every 

Image 6-8: New green analysis

Image 6-9: Perspectives of different green space
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building will have surrounding green space. Along the main road and secondary roads are planted by the anti-fire shade 
trees. They become greenbelts that prevent the fire spread. Moreover, it is a nice landscape view in the city. 

Waterfront landscape (Image6-10) is also an important aspect in the green design. Learning from the earthquake disasters 
in Japan and Taiwan, many people escaped into the water but still died because of the hot water and oil above the water. 
The width of waterfront green range from 20m to 50m, so that it is enough to prevent the fire, oil and ruins go into the water.

Image 6-10: Waterfront landscape  Source: Baidu

The Terrain Planning of Anti-disaster Green Sapce

Image 6-11: Anti-disaster terrain planning

Image 6-11 shows the idea of anti-disaster green space terrain planning in Yucheng District. Emergency shelters are between 
the tree zones. The trees planted on up-and-down terrain can prevent the fire, poison gas and other pollution damage the 
shelters. The shelters are on the flat terrain and close to the water, so that victims can be more safe and convenient. The 
water can not only support the basic live, but also prevent the fire and poison gas.
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Green Road Planning

Different types of green roads can increase the aesthetic feeling and interestingness of the 
urban landscape. The various combinations of anti-fire trees, pavement, bicycle line and car 
lines will let people enjoy in the city walking and driving on a anti-disaster level (Image 6-12, 
6-13).
According to the different function of the roadside buildings, the pavement and plantation 
types can be different. For example, the pavement in the above two pictures are wider than 
below because the buildings is public function, so that people can sit on the bench, facing to 
the buildings, taking pictures, or waiting for their friends and so on.

Image 6-12: Green road plan

Image 6-13: Different green roads section
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Illumination

Illumination system (Image 6-15) is a key aspect in the 
disaster relief urban planning. The yellow lights are settled 
along the main roads and bridges. In the night, they are 
the main illumination. Purple lights showed in this map are 
also the secure illumination. They are settled along the 
secondary roads and between different blocks. Green 
lights are landscape illumination in the normal days. They 
decorate the waterfront and attract more citizen and 
tourists to see the night scene along the Qinyi River. The 
illumination system works in both normal days and disasters.

This map only show the major illumination of this area, the 
emergent lighting will be showed in the detail planning.Image 6-15: Illumination system

New Bus Line

New bus lines (Image 6-14) keep the main bus stations, 
but change some stations according to the new road 
system. For example, line3 is straighter and quicker than 
before. Line2 and line5 become easier from the bridge 
to the Fanhua Factory (The last station of line5). A narrow 
intersection has been canceled in Line4. Instead, it goes 
from another block intersection.

New bus line will let people spend less time and meet less 
traffic jam. 

Image 6-14: New Bus lines
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The Storages and Shelters

Storages and emergent shelter area 
are necessary in disasters (Image 6-16). 
Storages are established in the school, 
factories and the first floor of some resident 
and commercial buildings. The emergent 
food, clothes, quilts, tents and some other 
necessary disaster stuff should be stored. 
Also, these stuffs will be replaced and 
checked in a certain period to assurance 
its quality. 

Most of the emergent tent areas are also 
on the school playground and in the 
factories’ big green or empty ground, 
because the space should be wide and 
empty. Storages always set in these areas, 
so that citizens can get the food and 
supply timely. Also, hot water and some 
other basic supply will be provide in these 
area (Image 6-17).

Image 6-17: Storages and emergent tents in the school, Source: Baidu

Image 6-16: The Storages and Shelters
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Road Oriented Disaster Relief Corridor

There are two different types relief corridor consist the relief system: Road oriented system and space oriented system. Image 
6-18 is the first type. Road oriented disaster relief corridor is the simplest and most efficient way for escape and relief. The roads 
are designed on a anti-disaster level, with a strong disaster mitigation ability, which has been discussed in the road system 
analysis part.

Based on the redesigned road system, the corridors divide into three different types. All of these three types are different (Image 
6-19).

Image 6-18: Road oriented disaster relief corridor

Corridor 1 is the main relief route. Most people 
and cars will escape in these two corridors, 
they are wide enough,  a considerable 
number of green space and shelters are on 
the both sides of the corridor. The details are 
showed in the following images 1-1 and 1-2.

The second corridor is along the riverside, it 
conclude both on the road and on the river. 
The detail is showed in images 1-3.

The third corridor is alone the border of the 
city. One side is mountain and the other side 
is constructions. This is also very important 
because most of the factories are close to 
this corridor. The workers and important stuff 
will be rescued in this way. The detail will also 
be showed in following. The detail is showed 
in the following images 1-4.
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The road is 20 meters wide and it allows four cars 
running together and with bicycle lines. 

The building should be lower near the road in case of 
collapse in the earthquake disasters. But considered 
some commercial buildings need more space, so that 
the first floor should have enough empty space for 
people.

One of the sides is mountain, the other is the buildings. 
Landslide is a key point in this area. So I design 
protective trees belt along this side.

One of the sides is building, and the other is water. 
I designed a protective green along the water. 
The width of green belt is from 10m to 50m(cannot 
showed in the image).

Image 6-19: Different types of road oriental disaster relief corridor
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Detail Planning

I choose the red area in the master plan as detail planning site to show the relief corridor in a small scale, as well as the 
detail emergent shelters design. Landmarks are kept, but the non-orderly buildings have been changed to systematic 

are organic combination. A good green space system serves the people who live and work in this area. 

Image 6-20: Detail planning

Image 6-21: Transformation of emergent 
shelters planning
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Space Oriented Disaster Relief Corridor

The second type of disaster relief corridor is the Space oriented system. Sometimes, people still live in the residential 
community (Image 6-23), so that they can't escape into the main roads immediately. Space oriental system will guide people 
to find the most efficient emergent shelter for themselves. It starts at escaping from home, then gets out of the buildings, 
along the corridor and finds the shelters. 

Image 6-23: Perspective of resident community

Image 6-22: Inner residence escape stairs

Image 6-24: Perspective of residence 
inner escape stairs

Image 6-25: Residence outside escape stairs (left)
Image 6-26: Inner escape slide (right), Source: Google

From the research we have known that, at the first disaster period, 
the disaster curve increased rapidly, so the relief should be done 
immediately in disasters. When earthquake happened, it's common 
sense that people should hide themselves under the table or corner if 
they are in the rooms. The first shock will last for some seconds normally. 
Then people will run out their home.  Most of the Chinese people live in 
the residential community (Image XX), the population concentration 
phenomenon makes the disaster relief more important here.

The residential planning standard require the escape time within 2-4 
minutes (Image 6-22). As Ya'an is in a high earthquake potential, I 
design five floors of residences, and the escape time from the fifth floor 
to the outside is 3 minutes. According to the analysis,  people can walk 
120m in 2 minutes, while old people can only walk the half distance. In 
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the design, I ensure the green space can meet both distance and area requirements (Image 6-24).

Except the common corridor and stairs, the emergent stairs should be considered into the design (Image 6-25). The outside 
emergency stairs can avoid the secondary fire disasters and disperse escaping flows. Nowadays, some slide stairs have been 
added into the residential buildings (Image 6-26). It is much faster than the common stairs, also, it solve the problem that old 
people and disable people can't use elevators in disasters.

Image 6-27: Living population Image 6-28: Relief corridor in the blocks

The population is an major consideration in the relief 
corridor design (Image 6-27). According to the  number of 
households I count the number of residents  roughly (Red 
lines). Green area, parking area and shelters are designed 
around the residences, considering the population. While 
there are some commercial buildings and public buildings, 
the population is dynamic, the number of people in these 
buildings are from hundreds to thousands. So I designed 
big green area in front of the buildings, each of them can 
provide 3000-4500 people (1-2 m2/person). 

Image 6-28 shows the relation of buildings and green 
space. Purple corridor is the shortest one, sometimes 
people will check if their children or old people have 
already get out, so people can go this way and stay at the 
temporary place just out of the buildings. Red lines is the 
main relief corridor in the block. People can follow these 
lines to find the nearest emergency shelters. The yellow 
lines connect to the road oriented system, so these two 
relief corridor systems can combine and work together.
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Image 6-29, 6-30 show the distance of different emergenct shelters.

Map a: The Western Station is the emergent shelter, people who live in the green zone can arrive to this shelter in 5 minutes 
(The time is from people out of the buildings). Yellow zone shows the 10 minutes distance. People can follow the urban green 
space to arrive the emergency shelters (red lines). The range covers main roads and waterfront.

Map b: This map shows another street park shelter relief corridor. According to the green space system guidelines, it can 
accommodate 5000 person. Also, the green and yellow circles show the 5 minutes and 10 minutes distance. The range covers 
the Western Station and mountain foot.

People will escape to big and familiar shelter areas, analysis and design the relief distance and populations can build a 
whole relief corridor system in the Yucheng District. This system can covered the whole city.

Green zone: 5 minutes
Yellow zone: 10 minutes

Image 6-29: Relief zone (a) Image 6-30: Relief zone (b)
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Image 6-31: Space oriented relief corridors in the city

Image 6-31 shows the space oriented relief corridors in the city. The circles shows 5-minutes relief zone of the green space 
and public space in the city. The space oriented relief corridor is consisted of these circles. There is not only one corridor in the 
city, in contrast, the green and public space can consist  different relief corridors for all the citizens wherever they are (a,b,c). 
The corridors through the city, connecting the mountains and river. Along the corridor, emergent shelters are equipped 
with complete anti-disaster facilities and supplies. The blue circle shows that the water transportation can fill the gap when 
earthquake disasters destroy the bridges.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Landmarks and Emergent Illumination
Landmarks can combine with the emergent illumination system. In this area, the Western Station, the Wharf Hall, the Western 
Gate and the Super Mall are the landmarks. In the normal night, their lighting system will attract people. While in the disasters, 
these landmarks will let people to find the relief way. For example, people can escape to the Western Station and wait for 
the relief there (Image 6-34). The lighting Wharf Hall make people find the way to the wharf and waterside, staying at the 
waterfront and avoid the fire.

The street lamps is double used: both in normal days and disasters. In normal days, they are common street landscape lamps, 
in the disasters, they can still work. In case of the damage of power station, emergent  electric power should be equipped, 
such as solar energy, to support the illumination system. Besides this, emergent illumination system will work after disasters, for 
example, the emergent lights with arrow to show the relief directions on the corridor, pavement and green space (Image 6-33).

Image 6-32: Perspectives of illumination

Image 6-33: Emergency illumination, Source: Baidu

Image 6-34: Landmarks with illumination in the night
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Facilities

Image 6-35: Emergent facilities
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Fireproof materials
As known from the research, the earthquake disaster always causes the secondary fire disasters. So the first step in the building 
design, especially for the residential and public buildings, is using the fireproof materials, Such as fireproof bricks and fireproof 
coating.

Solar emergency devices
The emergent illumination is important in the disaster mitigation planning. I have designed the illumination system for the 
proposal area in the Yucheng District. But in case of the regular power station would be cut off after the earthquake disasters, 
solar emergency devices are necessary for the emergent lightings.

Emergency communication
Emergency communication devices should be set in the anti-disaster green space, especially the constant disaster parks. It 
concludes broadcasting, video surveillance, wired communication, wireless communication and so on. Disaster Command 
Center can use the emergency communication devices to collect disaster information, as well as guide victims doing the 
emergent evacuation. 

Emergency toilet
Earthquake disasters always damaged the urban water supply and drainage system so that normal toilets cannot be used 
any more. The emergency toilets should be set at the convenient use place, and easy to dismantle, transport and custody, 
also, it is in favor of saving space.

Sign system
Disaster sign system concludes road signs and emergent shelter signs. The road signs are at the cross, so that people can find 
where are they and where to go. In the night, landmarks can used as road signs as well.z The emergent shelter signs should 
be special to other icons. Their functions should be easy to recognized through the icons and colors, such as emergent clinics, 
tent area, emergent landing field and so on.

Anti-seismic water storage tank and hot water supply
Anti-seismic water storage tank mainly support the daily use water for victims and fire fighting. Hot water is basic equipment 
but is easy to be ignored in the urban disaster planning. Hot water supply (Blue dots) is close to the emergent shelters and 
green spaces. 
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Temporary clinic
Temporary clinics (yellow dots) and devices are also closed to the emergent shelters, so that it can take the treatment and 
transfer of victims at the first time. Except the temporary clinics, some anti-earthquake buildings in the disaster mitigation 
green area can be reformed as constant disaster clinics

The seat for general entertainment and hazardous time
Landscape ornaments also can be designed as a double function, which combined with ordinary times and disasters. For 
example, the small communication base station combined with the fire hydrants, emergent surveillance camera added on 
the street lamps and so on. As the picture shows, the landscape stone bench can used to put on the cooking stuff in the 
disasters, which won’t cause fire.

Literacy of Disaster Mitigation

Lack of disaster knowledge is a urgent problem to Chinese people. We should learn from Japanese,  running systematic 
disaster course in schools (Image 6-36) and residential community (Image 6-37) regularly. Students will have disaster relief 
extracurricular activities every term. As an seismic active city, Ya'an will develop disaster drill every year.  Citizens should know 
where are the nearest emergent shelters and disaster facilities. In this way, disaster relief urban planning can be much more 
efficient.

Image 6-36: Disaster courses in school
Source: Baidu

Image 6-37: Disaster  propaganda in community
Source: Baidu
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Perspectives

Aerial View

Green in the Residential Community 

Street Park
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6.4 Conclusion 

Through the design proposal, the research questions can be answered.By learning the theories, the earthquake mitigation 
relief zone should be designed with muti-function: prevent the secondary fire disaster, pay attention to night mitigation, learn 
from western and Japanese green park system, use the city's images as guidance, familiar with people's need in disasters and 
so on. From these aspects, the relief zones can play a good role in the earthquake mitigation.

The design part explains how the relief zones be designed in Yucheng District of Ya'an is designed both in road oriented 
system and space oriented system. Through the anti-disaster urban planning of this city, relief zone covered all the urban 
space. People can follow the relief corridor to find the emergent shelters in the shortest time. In this way, numerous lives can 
be saved in the great disasters. Moreover, the enough emergent supplies and complete disaster equipments in the relief 
zones can help people go through the most difficult period.

As a conclusion, a problem solving chart can be made as the following:

1. Non-relief-function and chaotic roads system
2. Disordered building with various function
3. Lack of green areas
4. The bus lines are easy to meet traffic jam
5. Illumination is lack of systematic planning. Lights 

on the roads are not enough.
6. Landmarks are not clear to recognize in disasters, 

and the number of landmarks can be added.
7. The buildings are lack of anti-earthquake and 

anti-fire  functions.
8. No emergent storages or supplies.
9. Lack of emergency facilities.
10. No disaster relief system.

1. Road system with a high anti-disaster level, and 
different road level connect organically.

2. Buildings are redesigned in a orderly way. The 
residential communities take place of the small 
and disorderly houses. Different functional 
buildings are separated but sti l l connected 
organically.

3. The green system is abundant. There are various 
kinds of parks and green spaces in the city and 
the scale and number can meet the requirement 
of disaster relief. Artificial green terrain are 
designed in the city, to create the strong disaster 
shelter places.

4. Bus lines become faster and more efficient.
5. Complete illumination system is established in the 

city. It concludes normal day illumination and 
disaster emergent illumination system.
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Limitations

Although this planning focus on the urgent natural disasters in the world today, but there are still some limitation existing in 
this proposal. Ya’an destroyed heavily in the great earthquake, most of the roads and buildings were broken, so that I can 
analysis and make the planning learned from the literatures and experiences. When I design the road system, based on the 
current situation, I change the road to be straighter, wider and divided the blocks in a clear order. But to most cities, which 
also have a high earthquake potential, they can’t be bulldozed in big scale. 

Secondly, it is hard to get the cad file of Ya’an for me. In China, digital map of cities is sold to design institute in a high price. 
Although I sent email and message to the relative office and institutes, they didn’t give me response. In this reason, I have 
to draw the current digital basic map on the basis of Google map, Baidu map and current photos. The final map is correct 
to show the roads, buildings and green areas, but it is not perfectly accurate. Thinking this is a conceptual design, so it is not 
serious about the basic map. But in the real urban planning, an accurate and good-quality digital map is necessary for us.

Thirdly, this topic is related with many courses, such as Geography, Disaster science, Comprehensive disaster science, disaster 
engineering and so on. Due to I am lack of engineering studies, some non-engineering factors, such as anti-fire wall painting, 
hot water supply and so on are considered into the design, but some professional studies like the seismic bearing capacity 
reserve coefficient and the damage degree of the buildings are not discussed in the design, either of the hot water channel 
settlement. This should be revise and do further studies in the future. 

As the study object of this thesis is city, there are many different types of cities, so that it can be a limitation only to choose 
Ya’an as the case study. Actually, whichever city be chosen has its limitation, in the aspect of different topography 

6. Current landmarks are kept and new landmarks are added, such as the super mall and wharf hall. These landmarks are 
equipped with complete lighting system so that it can work in the disaster night.

7. Emergent storages are built near the shelters. People can get food and tents at the first time when they arrive to a safe 
shelter place after disasters.

8. Disaster facilities are equipped in the shelters, such as solar emergency devices, emergency communication devices, anti-
seismic water storage tank and hot water supply and so on.

9. All of the changes and improvements above belong to the elements of relief corridor. Relief corridor are designed from 
house to the final shelters, along the relief roads, spaces and anti-fire tree zones. The urban planning of Yucheng District, 
Ya'an is also a relief zones planning for this city.
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(mountainous region, plain), scale (extra large , medium and small) and other characters. So I think adjust measures to local 
conditions is very important. It would be better if we have more research in different case studies.

Given the current stage work of urban disaster mitigation green space theoretical studies and the actual construction, 
coupled with the limited number of excellent research cases and practical projects that I can contact, therefore, the 
representation of relevant practice cases that mentioned in this thesis are slightly less depth and width. This study only focused 
on the preliminary results that described methods and tools related to disaster mitigation green planning. In the future, urban 
green space system planning research in other types of cities will be constantly sum up and innovated, to enrich the disaster 
planning theory research.

Contributions

This thesis has touched upon important questions concerning earthquake relief planning. The result is a result of the case study 
in the earthquake relief corridor in Yucheng District, Ya’an, though this does not mean that the learning’s are place bound. 
The results can also help understand processes in other cities developing their disaster relief urban design.

So far, the research of urban green space disaster mitigation system has not yet reached complete level. It generally stays in 
one big earthquake disaster prevention park or single form anti-disaster green space. But there are some inadequacies in the 
comprehensive urban green space planning. A comprehensive urban green layout concludes overall arrangement, green 
structure, site selection, infrastructure planning, organic relation with other non-green disaster space and so on. Most of the 
current research can’t meet the requirement of earthquake disaster mitigation, citizen’s security needs in disasters and the 
post-disaster relief and reconstruction. This thesis can make up for these defects to a certain extent. Also, the new conception 
of urban disaster relief corridor is mentioned and designed, which can be a new consider design method of disaster urban 
planning in the future.

Also, this thesis focuses on the breakthrough of quantitative aspects. By learning from the abroad relevant outcomes about 
the effective security area, service radius, per capita area of refuge and evacuation distance of various earthquake 
mitigation green spaces, from general to detailed, improve the quantitative level in urban planning. 

Suggestions

Further studies of earthquake disaster relief corridor still continue, starting from a deeper level. That is, we need to do 
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systematic and deeper study to Chinese planning theory and practice in the relative fields, summarize predecessors' 
experience and get inspiration and reference. At the same time, we need scientific integration of the latest international 
research, critically analyzing and summarizing the advanced research method, practical experience and outstanding case 
in Western countries, Japan and our country, in order to avoid detours and accelerate the process of related research in our 
country, guide the anti-disaster planning and construction.

Moreover, strengthening research about mitigation plant species and planting methods, using the garden plants with special 
features, taking scientific planting methods are the next problems to promote urban green space play stronger functions 
in disasters. Also, some quantitative studies such as the width and scale of planting and plantation species need to be 
considered.

In sum, future research should comply with the Chinese urban planning essence, making the past serve the present and the 
foreign serve China, as well as taking the essence and discard the dregs, to explore suitable planning method and models for 
Chinese earthquake disaster relief urban green space system planning.
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